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A HARDING UNIVER SITY ST UDENT PUB LICATION
SPORTS
Senior setter Leah
Tepe is solid at No. 1
for the Lady Bisons.
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Form confusion

Gas costs
affect
travel

COP-PA Kettl e

hampers ~oter
reg1strat1on

Students plan
to limit trips
home, carpool

By JORDAN BAILEY

student report er

The Student A ssociation
hosted a voter regi stration
drive CHANGE ME. Unfortunately, some errors in filling
out the forms have prolonged
the event, and several students
have faced obstacles in registering to vote.
In the past, registration drives
have been hosted by the College
Republicans, but this year the
Student Association ran the
event under the direction of
M ichael Crouch. Crouch said
that a majority of the volunteers
who worked during the drive
were community membe r s
and members of the College
Republicans.
The problem with the voter
registration forms involves a
distin ction betwee n physical
an d maili ng addresses. Both
addresses are required on the
form, and many students listed
H arding box numbers or dorm
rooms as their physical address
rather than the official campus
address.
The mistakes made in filling

The last day to
register to vote
in Arkansas is
Monday, Oct. 6
out the address section of the
registration for ms have caused
tension because the deadline for
voting is rapidly approaching.
The last date to register to vote
in White County is Oct. 3, so
there has been limited time to
correct forms.
"I'm angered by the fact that
there's not more time to figure out
this problem,'' Crouch said.
Crouch said he wants to
figure out how to prevent a
similar problem from occurring in the future. He said h e
hopes the people organizing
voter registration drives next
year and four years from now,
during th e next presidential
election, will benefit from the
knowledge gained through this
situation.
David Collins, Vice President
for Student Life, received approximately 400 forms back
see VOTE page 3a

By KIM KOKERNOT

assistant news edit or

photo by NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
Students enjoy food Sept. 25 at the opening of the COP-PA Kettle in the Center for Health Sciences. There was a raffle and guessing game with cotton balls and Q-tips.

$4,000 in electronics stolen from dorm room
•t

By CARA GUGLIELMON

copy editor

A theft of S4,020 worth of student
property occurred Thursday, Sept. 25, in
Harding University's Cone Hall dormitory between 1:30 and 5 a.m.
The perpetrator is unknown.
Junior Brian Vershum - whose Sony
D VD player, Nintendo Wii, Xbox 360,
W ii and Xbox games and DVDs were
stolen - said he discovered th e items
were missing at around 6:20 a.m. w hen
he got up to study for a test. At 5 a.m.,
Vershum's suitemate, sophomore Nick
Smelser, had risen for work and noticed
the Internet wasn't working. Vershum
said th e perpetrator had unplugged the
wireless router.
"I noticed that my Xbox was gone and
I went in and told Nathan ... I figured it
might've been a joke,"Vershum said. "I sat
back down with my textbook and then I
realized everything else was gone."
After telling suitemate junior Nathan
Dorris -whose iPod was stolen - about
the situation and immediately alerting
Cone Residence Life Coordinator Linda
Cox to the theft, D orris, Vershum and
their suitemate,junior Jordan H all, filed

a theft report around 7 a.m. with Public
Safety.
Dorris said he and his suitemates concluded later in the day that the theft likely
occurred between 1:30 and 5 a.m.
"Between Nick getting up at 5 and
Brian's alarm going off at 5:40, they
wouldn't have been able to take our
stuff," Dorris said.
According to the police report, the
perpetrator entered th e student's dorm
living room/kitchen/dining area through
the unlocked door and took only goods
from that area.
"As far as we know, they didn't come
into our rooms," Dorris said.
Hall and Vershum reported the theft
to the police th e same day, but D orris
said since they could not supply the stolen
items' serial numbers, he doesn't "think
much can be done," but that "it got the
ball rolling at least" for any possible search.
A detective from the police station spoke
with Hall and Vershum in Cone Hall
about the theft, recorded the missing
items and went in the dorm room.
Dorris said while the perpetrator is
unknown, he believes the perpetrator
was a resident of Cone.
"I think that it's somebody who had

Con stru ctive criticism

at least seen our room before. Maybe
they had peeked in during Open House,"
D orris said. "What they took was very
deliberate, I think. It's possible they saw
through the windows or something; our
shades are up [often]. They knew what
they were going for."
Vershum said a man came to his room
the afternoon of the theft while all his
suitemates and a friend were present and
inquired about the theft.
"We thought it could've been him,"
Vershum said. "None of us knew him, so
we didn't know ifhe was just being curious.
W e thought it was kind ofweird. Half an
hour after the guy left, we were like, 'Did
anyone know that guy?' because we'd all
assumed one of us knew him."
Vershum said none of the suitemates
had seen the man previous to the theft
and h ave not seen him since. The suitemates told the detective about the man,
whom th e detective said could've been
the perpetrator. After telling Assistant
D ean of Students Zach Neal about the
man, the suitemates declined Neal's offer
to go through student pictures with him
and try to recognize the man; Vershum
and his suitemates "didn't want to do
that because it'd take forever,"Vers hum

said. H e also said Cox did not recognize
the man from the description he and his
suitemates gave her.
Vershum said he will receive money
for the stolen goods from his father's
homeowner's insurance since the goods'
worth exceeds the insurance's Sl,100
deductible. At the suggestion of Hall, the
suitemates posted fliers around campus
with a message of forgiveness for the
p erpetrator.
Police h ave sent a report to pawn
shops about the missing items, Vershum
said, but would not reveal information
about a suspect at this time.
"This one is still under investigation
so I can't release info rmation [about a
suspect]," said Terri Lee, media relations coordinator for the Searcy Police
Department.
Considered a felony since it involved
items worth more th an SSOO (a th eft of
items worth less than SSOO is considered a
misdemeanor), the theft is one ofl 7 theft
of property reports filed in the past year
by Harding- affiliated individuals (all by
students, excepting the report filed about
a stolen coin machine) and one of 662
reported in Searcy in the past year.
see THEFT page 3a

Ski trip plans may melt
Price of transportation d iscourages some students
By JOEL BLAKE

student reporter

photo by NICK MICHAEL I Petit Jean
Philip Martin, a film critic from the Arkansas Demacrat-Gazette, u.>es a video clip during his presentation Sept. 25.
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Coach Stephen Burks and
Coach Pete Giboney plan on
taking a group of about 24 Harding students to Breckenridge
Ski Resort in Colorado during
th e later part of C hristm as
break.
Breckenridge is one of the
most well known ski resorts in
America. In the 2006-2007 ski
season, the B reckenridge slopes
saw nearly 1.65 million skiers
enjoying wh at its mountains
have to offer. With more than
155 slopes of all difficulty levels
at over 13,000 ft, it definitely
makes for a worthwhile vacation. That gives good reason to
why Harding wants to take a
group there d uring C hristmas
break.
It gives Harding students
an opportunity to vacation at
one of God's most well- known
creations with fellow classmates.
But it seems that this trip might
not even happen because oflack
of interest. Why are students
not signing up for this great
opportunity?

"The economy is probably
number one," Burks said. "Compared to last year when I went
skiing, the prices have increased
significantly and then there is the
price of gas on top of that."
This would be Harding's first
attempt at a sponsored ski trip
during C hristmas break. There
have been a few spring break trips
made in the past, but nothing
has ever become tradition.
The total cost of the trip is
S425, which covers rentals, lift
tickets and lodging. H owever, that
fee does not include transportation to Colorado, which is one
of the reaso ns m any stude nts
are hesitant to go.
The price ofgas to Colorado
and back would require an extra
special present from Santa Claus
that the average college student
isn't likely to receive. The struggling economy is persuad ing
students to not strap into skis
this Christmas. If anything, the
free ski lessons th at Burks and
Giboney are giving might make
it seem a little cheaper.
Burks also said he hopes this
can beco me an annual event,
but that rig ht now might not

'

"Compared to last
year when I went
skiing, the prices have
increased significantly
and then there is the
price of gas on top of
that."
Stephen Burks
faculty member
be the best time for the event
to flourish.
Colorado native and Harding
sophomore Sarah Kyle said the
trip could be better in future
years if locals who know t he
area and the places to ski are
consulted.
"A lot of celebrities have
lodges [at Breckenridge], and
the media and the resorts bank
on that for extra revenue," Kyle
said. "You can have a trip that's
the same quality, if not better,
for a fraction of the cost if you
go with a different resort. Ifyou
plan it from a tourist standpoint,
you won't get as much out of
it. If a local helps, it can be
awesome."

After a summer of recordhigh fuel prices, some Harding
students are reevaluating their
travel plans for this semester.
Six months ago, the average
gas price in Little R ock was
S3.13 per gallon, but in July,
prices peaked at S3. 97.
For Polish graduate student
Artur Kern, the impact was
felt in plane fares. A round trip
ticket from Poland to Arkansas
that once cost around S700 now
costs Sl,200.
"This summer there were
things I wanted to buy, but I
had to sacrifice a little in order
to buy my ticket," Kern said.
Kern is not alone. Junior
Julianne Pettey paid S732 for
her ticket back to school from
Alaska, a ticket that cost her
S620 in 2006.
Because of travel costs, trips
home for those who must fly or
drive long distances are limited
during the year. Kern said he will
not return to Poland until May,
and Pettey said she will wait for
December before going back
to Alaska.
"I'd love to go home, but
the plane ticket isn't worth it
for one week [in November],"
Pettey said.
But the problem is not
limited to students who are far
from home. Sophomore Cheryl
Scheuterwent home to Harrison,
Ark., every other weekend last
year, but said she will not follow
suit this semester.
"Even though it's only a
few hours away, gas is just too
expensive," Scheuter said.
Financial burden aside,junior
Laura Lovett said she feels going
home to West Virginia during
the semester is more important
than saving money.
"I get homesick, so seeing
my family is worth the cost of
a few tanks of gas," Lovett said.
"It costs me S200 to get there
and back, but reconnecting with
my mom and sister means more
to me than having extra spending money."
Budgeting for ga~ is a problem that does not necessarily
dissipate once students have
returned to school.
"I have to be more careful
when I buy things like groceries
because I have to pay for gas,"
sophomore Katherine Mitchell
said.
In order to save money, students like Mitchell have made
a greater effort to find things to
do on or around campus, like
playing games on the front law.
Mitchell said ifa venture is made
to Little Rock or Heber Springs,
Ark., she and her friends carpool,
each chipping in for gas.
"We save money on gas and
get to spend time with friends,"
Mitchell said. "We get to have
fun while getting where we need
to go. But it's not fair to always
make the same person drive, so
we switch off."
On a greater scale, Harding's
international programs are also
vulnerable to cost increase.
Programs are priced long before
the total fuel surcharges are assigned, and depending on fuel
cost, plane ticket prices could
increase.
An escape clause was put into
the Harding catalog saying that
if fuel becomes too expensive, a
program may have to add some
cost last minute, but Dean of
International Programs Dr.Jeffrey
Hopper said he hopes the feature
will not have to be used.
see GAS page 3a
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Turmoil on Wall Street
In the past two weeks, several key financial institutions in the United States have failed, causing a financial
panic and, on Monday, the
worst day on Wall Street in
21 years.
The latest wave of financial troubles began taking
shape on Sept. 14, when
investment bank Lehman
Brothers Holdings Inc filed
for bankruptcy. The next
day, the government announced it would pump
CAPITOL HILL
$85 billion dollars into the
dying American International Group.
U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson told Congress that drastic measures would be need to be
taken. He proposed an economic plan that would
have the government spend hundreds of billions of
dollars to buy up all the insurers' bad assets, which
were being blamed for all of the bankruptcies and
turmoil. Paulson insisted that if the government could
ease some of the financial companies' debt, stability
would be restored. The stock market jumped at hints
of Paulson's plan.
As details of the bailout package became known,
congressmen and constituents began to voice concern. Many worried that the money would only encourage the executives of companies that failed due to irresponsible business practices. In the days leading up
to the House's vote on the bill, attitudes on Wall Street
were optimistic for the bailout's passage. More inst~
tutions were going under every day, and both pres~
dential candidates publicly endorsed the bailout as the
best way to save our economy.
The House voted down the bill on Monday, September 29th. With all immediate hope of a stabilized
economy gone, traders panicked and began selling off
stock at a frenzied rate. By the end of Monday, the
Dow Jones had lost 777 points, the largest one-Oay
loss in its history.Talk of reviving the bailout package
began immediate after the Wall Street fallout. Banks
were tightening up their lending requirements so virtually no one could borrow money. Angry phone calls
streamed into the offices of Congressmen, demanding
to know why they had voted against a bill that, before
the crash, had been reasonably unpopular. A new version of the bill was drawn up and passed the Senate
by a wide margin. The House will vote on the bill on
Friday.

Endangered species
list expands
A proposal made Tuesday by the federal government may allow for 48 species to be added to
the endangered species list.
The list includes plants, two birds and a fly, all
of which are exclusively found on the Hawaiian
island of Kauai. The proposal is to add them uallat-once," and designate around 43 square miles
as a critical habitat for the species.
For the past three decades, each species' habitat has been considered separately. By considering them as a group, time and resources will be
saved, along with helping the whole ecosystem.
Similar plans are also being made to protect
rare species on Oahu and Maui in upcoming
years. This approach to conservation may also be
implemented in the Arctic and other areas.

Bomb scare causes
deadly stampede
168 religious pilgrims died of suffocation
while trying to escape from a Hindu temple in
Jodhpur, India on Tuesday.
False rumors of a
....------,,.---....
bomb threat caused
mass panic among the
12,000 people gathered
to celebrate a Hindu
festival. Temple floors
were slick with coconut
milk, causing people
to slip and fall during
the stampede. Apower
HINDU TEMPLE
outage worsened the
situation.
Some pilgrims had clogged a narrow path
leading to the temple, leaving little room for
escape.
The bomb threat was taken very seriously as
a result of Monday's bomb attacks on Malegaon
and Modasa, which killed six people and wounded 45.

1.2 Trillion

- dollars lost from market value
when the DOW fell 777 points on
Monday.

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Senior Kyle Jones (front) and Harding Bible professor Devon Swindle (left), both members of acapella group First Day, perform on stage at
Main Street's "Get Down ... Downtown" on Saturday. The two-day event featured musical performances, art, vendors and family activities.

"God forbid that the Geor- "We put our trust in God
and drove for five or six
gians ever return."
hours through the desert
- a man from the new
Republic of South Ossetia, which with no spare tire and
was separated from the nation of
very little water."
Georgia by Russian military last
August. Russia originally claimed
that its intervention was meant
to prevent Georgian aggression
in the region, but the greatest
damage seems to have been
done to displaced Georgian residents.

"The one thing you can
afford to eat when you're
destitute is soup."
- investment strategist Tom Sowanick, on why the
Campbell Soup Company saw its
stocks rise while virtually all others lost value during Monday's
dramatic stock plunge.

- Mairella Degiula, a 70year-old Italian tourist, detailing
her escape from kidnappers who
took her tour group hostage during a guided tour in the Egyptian
desert. The Egyptian government
claimed that its forces rescued
the tourists in a dramatic raid,
but the tourists themselves .say
they were released and given a
vehicle.

"It was tantamount, really, to a natural disaster."
- George Pipas, Ford
Motor Co.'s top sales analyst,
after Ford reported a 34 percent
decline in sales in September.

"Given the symbolism of
the number and the fact
that it is obviously done
in the middle of night,
I'm not eager to meet the
rocket scientists doing it."
- New Jersey Transit
Authority spokesperson Joe
Orlando, speaking about the
thieves stealing state highway
signs at mile marker 66.6.

"Consent is puberty."
- Tony Alamo, leader of
the Tony Alamo Christian Ministries. Last week federal agents
raided Alamo's compound in
Fourke, Ark., and removed six
girls, aged 10-17. Alamo has
been arrested on charges of
transporting children across state
lines for sexual activities.

(.

Research on the
biomechanics of
the flip-flop shows
that long-term
wearing of thongstyle flip-flops can
lead to foot, leg
and lower-back
pain.
Auburn University
analyzed 39 college
students wearing either
flip-flops or athletic
shoes. Those in flipflops took shorter
steps, and their heels
hit the ground with
less vertical force than

those wearing athletic
shoes. Flip-flop wearers
also failed to lift their
toes as high during the
forward motion of each
step.
This causes an increased angle between
the shin and the top of
the foot, altering the
natural gait. Because
the average American
takes between 10,00020,000 steps per day,
small changes in stride
can lead to physical
consequences. The foot
has to work harder,
which can cause overuse injuries like ten-

donitis. Other problems
include lower leg, knee,
hip and lower back
pain.
Flip-flop wearers are
also at an increased
risk for more serious,
immediate physical
damages, such as losing control of a moving vehicle. As it is not
anchored to the foot, a
flip-flop can easily become stuck behind the
gas pedal or brake.
Flip-flops are safe to
wear in moderation,
but are not intended for
everyday use. Dr. Rock

Positano, a podiatrist at
New York's Hospital for
Special Surgery, says
that wearing flip-flops
"is no better than walking on a rubber band."
Scientists from the
Auburn University study
concluded that flip-flops
are not completely
meritless. Because they
are light and open,
they make ideal beach
footwear, and the addition of an ankle strap
can reduce the strain
on the wearer's feet.
However, an ankle strap
essentially turns the
flip-flop into a sindal.
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Large Hadron Collider:

Dinesh D'Souza

doomsday machine?
As the world's largest atom smasher was turned on,
some claimed it signaled the end of the world
By GREG LYONS
student reporter

photo by NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
Noted author Dinesh D'Souza speaks to a group of students in the American Studies lnstiture
the afternoon of Tuesday, Sept. 23. D'Souza opened the ASI distinguished lecture series with a
presentation later that evening.

TH EFT:

Most burglary preventable with simple measures

CONTINUED from page 1 a

"Usually what people do
with this kind of stuff is they
go out of town and they sell it
to pawn shops," Lee said, quoting Searcy Police's Detective
Brandon Shourd. Shourd said
law enforcement officials use a
system called Leads Online to
track stolen goods: police enter
the serial numbers ofstolen goods
into a database, and pawn shop
owners do the same. If an item
has been stolen, the system will
tell the shop owner so.
Lee said theft of property is
a problem not only at Harding
hut also in carcy, but that most
thefts occur when people don't
lock their cars or living areas.
"They're not looking to break
in or for something difficult, just
something easy," Lee said. "It's
mostly kids. 'They see something
and if it's easy to get to, they're
going to take it.
To help prevent theft, Lee
said, students ~hould lock their
vehicles and dorms, not give
room or car keys to anyone and
always report stolen items or
suspicious activity/persons (i.e.
unknown people in a dorm) to
the police.
"You feel safe and secure [at
I larding], which is a good thmg,
but you just don't want to let your
guard down to tmst anyone with
everything; we just don't live in
that kind of society," Lee said.

"Harding is not in a brick wall
. . . people can get on campus
that are not I larding affiliated.
Make sure that [students), if
something is stolen, go ahead
and report it, because if these
items are recovered and nobody
has reported it stolen, we can't
return it."
Craig Russell, director of
Public Safety. said three burglaries in dorms and a number of
thefts from vehicles have been
reported this semester at Harding.
Twenty dollars was stolen from
Harbin Residence Hall Sept.
2 and an iPod from Steph ens
Residence Hall St!pt 25 These
and the Cone tl1efts, about which
Russell said PubhL SatCty does
"not yet know what h.1ppened,"
were all from unlocked rooms,
Russell said.
1l1c studen ts who t>.xpcrienced
theft in Cone filed a report with
Public Safety, whose personnel
"encouraged them to file a report
with the police," Russell said.
"At this point, we don't have
any evidence that would le-ad us to
[suspect] any specific individual,"
Russell said.
In response to the series of
thefts from vehicles on campus,
Public Safety posted an announcement on Pipeline and fliers in
dorms to exhort students to take
precautions against theft
"We believe that some of these
issues ... especially the l thefts

?'rl~?e:~
~~~~
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See digital photos
of your vehicle through
the repair process!

from] cars ... are coming from
off campus," he said .
Russell said most of t hese
thefts can be prevented if students lock doors and vehicles
and don't leave their valuables
in obvious places. H e also said
students should report suspicious
activities or people on campus
to Public Safety, help prevent
identity theft by not leaving unnecessary personal information
in cars or cars' glove boxes and
record serial numbers of their
more expensive possessions.
"When an item is stolen, the
odds of recovering that item
are very small," Russell said.
Without a serial number, the
odds are "almost a zero," but
with that information, items
have sometimes bt!en found by
police, he said. Items commonly
stolen from vehicles include CDs,
purses and cell phones.
While a victim must directly
speak with the police about a
complaint and Public Safety
thus encourages students to
file police reports, Russell said
Public Safety would also take
student reports since the officers
want to guard their community.
Reporting a complaint directly
to the police has benefits, Russell
said, since Public Safety cannot
access all the pawnshops and
national databases police can to
track crimes and stolen property.
For this reason, Public Safety
works with the Searcy Police,
he said.
Public Safety desires to
respect students' privacy and
will not search dorm rooms
without reasonable suspicion of
a suspect, Russell said. Always
working with the Office of
Student Life regarding dorm
issues, Public Safety may join
Student Life to conduct a search
when reasonable suspicion is
present, he said.
"[Theft] isn'tsomethingwhere
we just take a report and forget
about it," Russell said. "We'll
continue to gather information
as it comes in from students and
other places."
He said he hopes the evidence
for such cases will add up and
Public Safety will be able to
identify the perpetrators. He said
he cautions students to think of
their dorm not as a bedroom but
as the front door to their home
- and to lock the door.

It is early morning, just
outside Geneva. The mist is
still rising off the fields, and
while farmers and townsfolk rise
to greet the day, a mysterious
device rumbles to life beneath
their feet.
In concrete buildings on
the surface, white-coated scientists arch their fingers over
keyboards and control panels
in feverish anticipation. M ore
than 9 ,300 powerful magnets,
cooled in a bath of superfluid
helium, are switched on, and
a powerful force field fills a
long, ring..'.shaped tunnel deep
beneath the ground.
With grim purpose, the
scientists give commands to
their computers and send two
beams of particles into this circular path, traveling in opposite
directions. The magnetic fields
focus the beams and accelerate
them to blistering speeds. In an
instant, they smash together
with enormous energy, and out
of the chaos, rare and mysterious particles condense for brief
moments.
The simple people of the
nearby communities continue
their daily rhythm while the
researchers toss their lab coats
aside in cel~b ratio n . But as
champagne bottles are opened
in the control center, something
stirs in a dark section of the
underground tunnel. A worstcase result foretold by physicists
from around the world has
occurred, and both the jubilant
scientists and t he contented
townspeople are unaware of
this ominous presence.
This co mpletely untested
and bogglingly complex experiment has resulted in the
unthinkable:
Absolutely nothing.
Yes, while the Large Hadron
Collider, situated on the border
between France and Switzerland, is a monstrous scientific
machine capable of generating
collisions in an unprecedented
energy range, the conspiracy
theories and so-called "worstcase" scenarios surrounding its
operation are simply myths.
But first, an explanation of the
device in less sensational terms

is necessary.
The LHC is the largest particle collider ever built and the
first of its kind in many ways.
Thousands of superconducting magnets and the largest
cryogenic system in the world
create a magnetic field strong
enough to control the path of
a beam of protons (one of the
fundamental particles that
make up the nucleus of an
atom) moving at just under
t he speed of light.
Two of t h ese beams zip
around the circular accelerator
path in opposite directions, and
when the time is right, they
are sent into a collision course.
At specific points around the
27-kilometer tunnel, advanced,
unique instruments observe
t hese collisions in h opes of
glimpsi ng some of th e least
understood phenomena in the
universe.
After years of sifting through
the data - and it really will
take the scientists at CERN
(European Organization for
Nuclear Research) years - the
researchers for each of these
projects h ope to corroborate
some of the strangest predictions of physics.
Of course, a casual browse
around the CERN and LHC
Machine Outreach W eb sites
would explain all of this a nd
more. While the scale and
complexity of the LHC are
interesting, the greater concern
certainly involves the prophecies of doom spouted by media
sources and fringe scientists who
seem convinced that this new
particle collider will destroy
the Earth.
I s there a ny truth to the
terrifying claims that the LHC
could generate a miniature black
hole, a ball ofvirus-like strangelet
particles or a proton-decaying
magnetic monopole?
In sho rt, no. Despite the
best stereotypes, scientists still
manage to be a generally safe
a nd ethical lot. According to
the official CERN Web site, an
independent panel of physicists
investigated the possibility
of creating several dangerous
p h enomena five years ago and
concluded that, in the gra nd
scheme of things, the collisions
occurring inside the LHC will

VOTE: Dean helps fix form mistakes
CONTINUED from page 1a

from the White County
Courthouse. White County
ClerkTanya Burleson retwned
the forms to Collins and requested the students correct
the forms and that they be
informed that grant money
from other states might be
affected by registering to vote
in Arkansas.
Burleson also asked that
students be informed about the
option to vote absentee, which
does not require registering
to vote in Arkansas.
"Ms.Burleson's been great,"
Collins said. "Mainly, there
was just a miscommunication
on the front end."
According to Collins, Burleson complimented Harding
students for their propensity
to vote and was impressed
by the large numbers who
attempted to register during
the drive.
Burleson and White
County Judge Michael Lincoln could not be reached for
comment.
Collins and theStudentAs-

sociation have been informing
students whose registration
forms were not accepted and
requesting that they correct
the form in the Office of
Student Lite, Room 218 of
the student center.
"That's what we are interested in as a university,"
Collins said. "We want our
students to exercise the right
and privilege to vote."
A memo was sent on Sept.
17 to all affected students,
and more than 150 corrected
forms have been resubmitted
to the courthouse. An e-mail
reminding students who had
yet to correct the form was
sent last week, and students
should have received a call
earlier this week if their
registration forms were still
in question.
Collins said he intends to
deliver the final corrected forms
at 4:30 this afternoon.
"Our greatest interest is in
our students' participating in
the election process, whether
it's here in Arkansas or at
home," Collins said.
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"While the scale and
complexity of the
LH C are interesti ng,
the greater concern
certai nl y invo lves
the prophecies of
doom spouted by
media sources and
fringe scientists who
seem convi nced that
th is new particle
co ll ider wi ll destroy
the Earth ."
be largely innocuous.
The key argument comes
from the product of naturally
.occurring particle accelerators in
our universe: cosmic rays. These
"particle beams" have been bombarding the Moon and Earth's
atmosphere by the thousands
since the beginning of time,
with an energy well above the
LHC's capabilities. Statistically
speaking, if a microscopic black
hole were possible, we would
already have seen it. The same
·argument goes for all other sorts
ofstrange phenomena included
in a worst-case LHC scenario:
If cosmic rays haven't caused it
yet, the LHC certainly won't.
Physicists never intended to
use the LHC to c reate black
holes. The researchers at CERN
intend to study many aspects
of theoretical particle physics,
such as the Higgs boson, supersymmetry, antimatter and
quark-gluon plasma, none of
which present any danger to
th e co ntinuing existe n ce of
our planet.
For now, howeve r, these
experiments are on hold: Two
weeks ago, the LHC News Web
site reported a la rge helium
leak in t h e LHC. O nly 10
days before, it was switched on,
and the first beam of protons
travelled safely around the ring.
This recent setback, likely due
to a bad electrical connection,
will postpone further operations
until early spring of 2009.
But rest assured, come next
year, physicists around the
world will tum again toward
the French-Swiss border in anticipation of the most ambitious
experiment ever undertaken by
humankind.

GAS: Price jumps
CONTINUED from page 1 a

When Hurricane Ike shut
down refineries along the G ulf
Coast last month, prices at the
pump spiked across the nation.
Those in the storm's path were
encouraged to fill up their tanks
ahead of time, further driving up
the cost of gas as filling stations
anticipated a supply shortage.
In the days before Ike passed
through Searcy, the average price
for a gallon of regular gasoline
hovered around S3.90. Prices have
fallen about 30 cents a gallon
since the storm, putting them
just above pre-Ike levels.
H owever, with several key
natio n al refineries still shut
down alo ng the Gulf Coast
due to power outages from the
two hurricanes, supply shortages are becoming a reality in
some states. Some motorists
in southeastern states such as
Georgia, North Carolina and
Tennessee have found themselves
hunting for gas at any price, as
many stations have been pumped
completely dry and the average
price per gallon for unleaded gas
is around S4.
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was so excited the day I graduated high school. I was even more
excited to leave home and go to
college to start over. One thing that
never crossed my mind until the day
ir happened was char one day I would
no longer be a part of my church
youth group. I was now part of "the
young professionals": a group of
young couples who had just gotten
married, some had children already,
some who had just graduated and
were single, buc very few who were my
age. I had never felt so confused about
my role in the church. Ar times it was
so awkward rhar I didn't feel needed
and thought no one would care if I
were rhere or nor.
A little more than a year ago my
hometown church received a blessing from God. After searching for a
long time, we hired a new preacher,
Tim Rine. Some may know because
he was once a reacher at H arding and
ot long ago I was sitting at
We could all benefit from hanging
was a preacher the Highway church
home ar 8 p.m. in search of
around real historians more often.
MICHAEL CLAXTON
of Christ. He got right to work once
something to do. Wanting to
While this group gets a bad rap for
he reached the Bentonvil1e church of
learn something bur nor quite willing
being obsessed with facts, dares and
Christ. However, ir was what he did
at the moment to pick up a book, I
dead people, history buffs are an enwith the "young professionals" that I
decided to compromise and turn on
tertaining bunch. Just be careful about was most impressed with.
The History Channel. I was expecting
asking them questions. I once heard
He realized that if food and fun
to hear a British narrator discuss some
the presidential historian Michael
were offered, "young professionals"
Beschloss tell a story on one of his
edifying topic, like the Black Plague
would come. And that's what he did.
or the War of 1812 or the invencolleagues, who was asked a question
"YoJii was right: the ~ast just
He also helped increase our class
tion of electric roasters, bur instead I
isn t what it used to be. The
about Watergate during a panel disattendance. People who left came
learned all about "Ice Road Truckers."
traditional stuff of history
cussion. "To understand Watergate,"
back and he gave us a purpose. He
This popular series follows the hardy
she said, "you have to go back to the
books has given way, like
reassured us that at our age, it was
souls who haul goods over frozen
everything eJse, to reality TV
18th century." Beschloss poinred out
our prime rime to shine and I really
highways, complete with dramatic
sensationalism."
that 30 minutes later she was still
believe that.
slip-and-slide footage and the now de
lecturing, and she had just turned the
Mose of us have reached the height
trucks, it's not good storytelling.
rigueur documentary-style inrerviews.
corner of the 19th century.
of maturity socially and most likely
Bur history's makeover is nor just
Ifl had waited until 9, I could
Let me give you one piece of
spiritual1y, especially if we have been
have also watched "Sandhogs," a series limited to TY. Everyone seems ro
advice about talking to historians. Be
raised in the church all our lives. By
be an amateur historian these days.
that hangs out underground with the
prepared ro gracefully excuse yourself
now we've all gone through some
I've heard nine-year-old kids {withguys who work in New York City's
from the room whenever an historian
struggles and have learned how to get
out rhe slightest hint of irony) use
says, "Let me first put that in context." through those. In my opinion, this
most dangerous tunnels. Or "UFO
the expression "back in the day." By
Hunters," whose motto is "We will
Translation: "Let me catch you up
is why bad things happen to good
which, of course, they mean 2006. Or on everything rhat's happened since
find them because they are there."
people: so we can relate to those who
even, quire possibly, last Monday. If
Or how about "Gangland"? On this
they signed the Magna Carta." The
don't know the Lord. If the Lord
teens use the phrase, "ancient history," word "context" is ro a historian what
show, from the comfort of my own
gave us everything we asked for and
they're talking abour Jimmy Carree.
easy chair, I could "take ro the streets
the phrase ''And they're off" is ro a
prorected us from every nasty thing
And everyone's read that perennial
and go inside prisons to meet the
jockey. Both will open the floodgates,
just because we're good people, how
Interner-forwarded lisr of hisrory
mosr violent gangs of our time." A
and both are going ro run you around
can those who don'r know the Lord
bloopers from student essays, such as
brief glance at The History Channel's
the track for quire a few laps. Bur, ro
feel comfortable opening up to us if
"Queen Victoria sat on a thorn for
Web site reveals that I might have
continue chis metaphor beyond all
we couldn't relate to their struggles.
63 years." Or, "Beethoven expired in
also tuned in for "Tougher in Alaska,"
good sense, talking about history is a
I'm not saying it's impossible to not
1827 and later died for this." You get
which is not, so I learned, a Sarah
great ride, and you don't have to be
go through something and still relate
the idea.
Palin infomercial.
jackknifing on an ice road or slumro those who have, but it's a lot easier
And adults are no better. Joe Biden ming in prison to find it exciting.
What has happened to The History
when you have.
thinks President Bush should have
C hannel? Where are those stately epic
While history is sometimes confusing,
Now I don'r wanr to rry and
made a 1V appearance afrer the Wall
documentaries of battles and kings
we can at least be thankful rhar, acsound like I'm saying rhar book
Street meltdown last week, just like,
and presidents and discoveries? Ir
cording ro one young historian, "The
smarts aren't needed, because
so he says, FDR did afrer the Crash of Magna Carra provided rhar no free
seems thar Shelby Foore is dead, Ken
knowing the Bible is important.
'29. Hillary Clinton was pretty sure
Burns has retired and now programman should be hanged twice for the
Bur, if what's keeping us from
she was in the thick of the gunfire in
ming at The History Channel is disame offense."
telling others about Jesus is that
Bosnia. Gerald Ford furiously said,
rected by Jerry Bruckheimer. Yogi was
we don't think we know enough
"There is no Soviet domination in
right: che past just isn't what it used
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an as
about the Bible and we don't
Eastern Europe," while Bush recently
to be. The traditional stuff of history
sistant professor of English and a
chink our fairh is as srrong as
thanked Queen Elizabeth for coming
books has given way, like everything
frequent contributor to the Bison
ochers, well, most likely we arc
to celebrate our Bicentennial back in
else, to reality TV sensationalism. If
and may be contacted at mclaxto1@ always going co feel that way. If
1776.
it's not extreme, edgy or about big
harding.edu
you ask missionaries if rhey know
just about everything about the
Bible, most of them are going to
say they don'r. Missions are o ne
of those things in which you just
have ro hold your breath and
Remembering A Hollywood Icon Both On And Off The Silver Screen
jump in to do it. Bur just like
jumping into a cold swimming
s mosr people reading rhis
to orher organizations like his alma
pool, you get used to it and evenprobably know, one week ago
JEREMYWATSON matter Kenyon College and the
tually feel comfortable and can
oday, the world lost a great
Catholic Relief Services.
even enjoy it.
actor. Paul Newman died in his home
Every article I've read or tribute
Now some of us have the luxury
Sept. 26, 2008, at age 83 as a result
I've seen for Newman over the pasr
of parents who pay for mission rrips,
of lung cancer. At a week later, after
few days mentioned what a genuinely which !er us rravel and relate to
countless articles and TV specials
nice person he was. From working
others. I personaHy have not been
fortunate enough ro travel anywhere
detailing his life and career, there's
with his organizations to working
ro share Jesus with anyone, but I have
nor much I can add to what has been
on movies on the set, he would ask
"One of the things I did
been
fortunate enough to share Him
said about his career as an actor.
not realize about Newman people to just call him Paul and
with
those
in my community. I'm
Newman was an Academy Award
would be a friend ro all. Hollywood
until very recently,
going to say this with experience: If
winner, won numerous other awards,
however, was how much
stars like Russell Crowe have cited
you pray for God to give you opporhe liked giving away his
including multiple Golden Globes
him as a large influence on rh eir
cuniries ro share Him with someone
money to those who
for his television roles, and srarred
careers, while virtually all those who
and
you keep your eyes and ears open,
needed it."
in many great films, several of which
acted in a picture with h im had good
He will send someone your way. I've
are some of my favorite movies,
chings to say about him. Probably the even shared Him with someone while
Newman's daughter, Nell, will be
such as "The Sting," "Road to
only person who didn't like Newman
working ar Rib Crib as a waitress back
raking over che company in the wake
Perdition" and "Cool Hand Luke."
was Richard Nixon: Newman was on
ar home. God loves a good servant.
of her father's death.
One of the things I did not realize
I fortu na tely was able to hear
Nixon's infamous political enemies
In 1988, Newman also helped
Jimmy Allen preach at Highway
about Newman until very recently,
list for the campaigning he did for
last Sunday and what he said refound the Hole in rhe Wall Gang
however, was how much he liked
McCarthy for the 1968 election.
hit me: "What's a servan t t hat
ally
Camp,
a
free
summer
camp
for
giving away his money to those who
In the end, Paul Newman went
refuses
to go into a battle every
ill
children,
named
afrer
seriously
needed ir.
ouc rhe way he chose: in his home
day?" I encourage everyone to
Newman's gang in "Burch Cassidy
Newman had a reputation for
with his family. I have a feeling what
realize they can share Jesus with
and the Sundance Kid." There are
being a philanthropist for a reason.
was said about his character Luke in
someone
because I know we've all
now camps in several countries
In 1982, he started his own food
"Cool Hand Luke" applied to the
been through somerhing, whether
that host around 13,000 children
company called Newman's Own.
man as well: "He was smiling ...
good or bad, which can help us
every year, and more than 119,000
Starting with just salad dressing,
Thar's right. You know, that, that
relate to someone who doesn't
children have attended them in
the company later began selling
Luke smile of his. He had it on his
know about Chris t's love, mercy
the 20 years since the original was
and power.
all sorts of food. The remarkable
face right to the very end."
founded,
according to the camp's
thing about this company, though,
Web sire.
JEREMY WATSON serves as the
ELIZABETH JOHNSON is a
is that all afrer-rax profits are
Aside
from
his
own
philanthropic
2008-2009
guest
contributor for the Bieditor
in
chief
for
the
donated to charity. More than $250
creations,
Newman
also
simply
Bison
.
He
may
contacted
at
son
and
may be contacted at
million have been donated through
donated
millions
of
his
own
money
jwatson
@hard
i
ng.edu
ejohnso2@hardi
ng .edu
Newman's Own as of last year.
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a campus newspaper,
edited and largely financed by students, seeking to provide high-quality journalistic discussion of issues of
concern to the Harding community.
It also serves as an educational
tool for students, providing practical
experience to enhance skills learned
in the classroom.
The Bison recognizes its responsibility to be accurate and objective in its
reporting while upholding the Christian ideals for which Harding exists.
It attempts to serve as a forum for
student perspectives, welcoming letters to the editor which adhere to ethical and professional standards and are
no more than 300 words in length.
Signed columns appearing in the
Bison are the views of the writer and
may not reflect the official policy of
the Harding University administration. Unsigned columns represent
the view of the editorial board.
The Bison is published by Harding
University, Searcy, AR 72149. Subscription rate: $10 per year.
Periodical postage (USPS 577600)
paid at Searcy, AR 72143. Postmaster: Send address changes to Harding University Box 11192, Searcy, AR
72149-0001.

LETTER POLICY
The Bison welcomes your views
on issues of interest to the Harding
community.
Letters must be signed, contain a
phone number for verification and
be no more than 300 words. The
Bison reserves the right to edit letters
for style, clarity and brevity.
Letters to the editor may be
submitted to HU Box 11192.
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Uncommon
Sense

A Shift In Political Views
onservative, stubborn, passionate, na'ivc and uneducated. These arc the words I
would use to describe what I was like
when I came to Harding in the fall of
2006. I came to Harding on a whim,
having never really heard of the
school or the church of Christ in my
life. My home was six hours north,
in Columbia, Mo. There, friends
and family knew me as a staunch
conservative, a die-hard Republican.
When I got here, at first I thought
I would fit in perfectly. Little did I
know what I would begin to uncover
about myself and those around me in
the months ahead.
During my first semester, I was
told nine times by my peers that
they were concerned about my
salvation. I was raised in a Methodist home, and my Christian beliefs
differed from most of those who
attend this university. Facing this
criticism from others was beyond
hard for me to hear and to take. I
was angry, confused and saddened
that my fellow brothers and sisters
in Christ could make such a judgment. It was these nine individuals'
words that served as the catalyst for
the greatest ideological shift I have
ever experienced.
I began to open my Bible and read
it. I read it thoroughly and completely, unlike I had ever done in the past.
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"I realized how much Jesus
emphasized loving those
less fortunate than us - the
widows, the ~or, the sick, the
elderly. That realization, coupled
with some really intriguing
political conversations I had
with my peers, made me begin
to question my political stance
on a lot of issues."
I studied the scriptures and what they
meant to me and the world around
me. During this process, I came to
realize something. I realized how
much Jesus emphasized loving chose
less fortunate than us - rhe widows,
the poor, the sick, the elderly. That
realization, coupled with some really
intriguing political conversations I
had with my peers, made me begin
to question my political stance on a
lot of issues.
Not only did my quest for truth
in the Bible lead me to be more
liberal, but chose ro the far right
also pushed me further to the left.
I would listen to what some of my

peers had to say in various classes,
and they were so conservative that
being associated with them and
their political party was the last
thing I wanted. It was their closemindedness that nearly sealed the
deal.
I began to realize chat it was not
default issues like abortion and gay
marriage that mattered most to me,
but rather caking care of and reaching out to those who cannot help
themselves. I thought back to my
contemporary issues class from high
school where we studied poverty,
AIDS and inequality in health care. I
realized with my new Chrisrian outlook that my political views needed
some adjustment. I began to discuss
chis when some of the friends I had
made, and nearly all of them disagreed with me. They did not want
to hear that I thought differently, and
they certainly did not want to answer
the questions I asked of them about
what really made them Chriscians.
Some of the people I was surrounded by leaned so far to rhe
right politically and had been
completely convinced that to be a
"good Christian" you had to be a
Republican. It was disheartening. I
longed to find people who were not
afraid to have an open mind and be
honest and public about it. I began
to appreciate these rare treasures

of people as I have found them the
past two years - people who would
never shy away from a deep conversation about religion and politics,
even if it meant they disagreed with
the vast majority of the Harding
population.
As time p,assed and I began to
grow closer to the more liberalminded individuals at Harding, I
found that I agreed with them on a
number of issues. I could no longer
call myself a Republican because
there was nothing really on the platform with which I could truly agree.
I identified myself as an independent
for a while, but even rhen I felt as if
I were nor being honest. Finally, over
the summer, I admitted that I was a
Democrat.
Even today, I find that rather
funny. Those back home who knew
me as the leader of the Young Republicans club still cannot believe that I
have switched sides of the aisle. Bur I
have. I would rather fight rhe batrle
of poverty and ensure that everyone
has the right ro health care than to
fight other batrles I find less significant and less urgent.
STEPHANIE O'BRIAN is a guest
contributor for the Bison and
may be contacted at sobrian@
harding.edu

Missions found In Unlikely Places
Christians Have More Chances To Share Their Faith Than They May Realize
have noticed a disturbing change
in the church's impact on our
communities today. I grew up listening my grandparents' stories about
the impact of the church on the community; I have read stories about the
impact of the church in 19th century
classics. I have watched the impact of
the church in the movies of the 1950s
and '60s. Yet when I look at the impact the church H~ on communities
today, I see a church with a dangerous
attitude influencing our communities
with a death grip.
In James 2: 15- 16, the author
writes, "Suppose a brother or sister
is without clothes and daily food. If
one of you says to him, "Go, I wish
you well; keep warm and well fed,"
bur does nothing about his physical
needs, what good is it?" We've turned
Christianity into an elitist organization, an exclusive members-only club,
where image takes priority over being
God's servants co our community. It
is as if our entire purpose has become
improving our numbers rather than
improving our spirits. If a project
doesn't accomplish that goal then it's
not worth our time.
We have become too calculating in
how we run the church. We now treat
it like a business, and it has made our
hearts grow cold toward those who
really need us. We do these things and
then wonder why we have an epidemic of lukewarm and Sunday-only
Christians. The church itself seems no
longer passionate about people. If the
church isn't passionate, how can we
expect its members ro be? We need
to stop fooling ourselves. We have
allowed a world obsessed with labeling
and image to corrupt our thoughts,
and we now believe it is necessary for
our existence.
I rarely sec churches truly working
within their communities. By working, I don't mean holding lectureships
for people to see. I don't mean sending groups our every once and a while

I

to hand out food co the "nearest" poor
individuals or sending groups to sing
and visit the elderly every other weekend. I don't mean sending a check to
a missionary. What I mean is I rarely
ever see the church being truly open
to and serving its local communities
other than in rimes of crisis after a
disaster. Even atheists participate in
tornado clean up. We need ro srop
locking our doors to chose outside
of our membership. We need ro stop
being afraid of having those we need
to serve within our comfort zone, our
churches and our homes. Our communities are being ravaged with drug
abuse, child abuse, and violence. I
have never seen a church invite the
local orphanage to share a potluck
with them and have a game night.
Yet we do this for our own youth. I
have never seen church partner with
the local social services and see what
needs to be done in the community.
If we are supposed to lift up
the struggling, it kind of helps to
know who the struggling are. We
are supposed to be the ambassadors
of Christ. So what did Christ do?
Not stay within the local synagogue
social circle, safe within the Jewish
"bubble." No, he went out away
from the church-going regulars to
reach our co chose who needed more
than a "keep up the good work"
pat on the back. He reached out to
the socially forgotten and despised.
When did we start believing these
things in the Bible - helping those
in need - apply only to fellow
church members unless we are missionaries? Are we not all supposed
to live our lives as missionaries?
When did we start thinking chat social service is what we pay taxes for
and have no obligation to it beyond
that? Why do we insist on believing that the government is going
to take care of everyone? Why have
we lulled ourselves into a Sunday
morning service where we are the

only ones being served? Why don't
we use char time everyone has put
a~ ide to go out as the whole church
to help someone? "What could we
do?" you may ask.
Well I just happen to have some
suggestions. In Genesis we read char
God put man "in the garden to work
it and take care of it." Why don't we
go our Sunday morning to a local park
and "clean the garden" while enjoying
a singing service? Contrary ro popular

"When did we start believing
these things in the Bible
- helping those in need
- apply only to fellow
church members unless we
are missionaries? Are we not
all supposed to live our lives
as missionaries?"

belief. you can sing and rejoice in the
Lord picking up rrash just as well as
sitting in a pew. Those who need air
conditioning and cannot do outdoor
work could volunteer at an animal
shelter: they always need someone ro
play with the puppies and kittens and
to encourage the employees to keep
up their good work. Or we could use
that time to go sing ro the elderly at
nursing and retirement homes and
enrich their morning services.
Has anyone visited a graveyard
lately? A lot of cemeteries, especially
the poorer rural ones, are in a shameful state of disrepair. Wouldn't you
appreciate it if some one put your
grandmother's scone back upright
for you and removed the beer bottles
from around it?
Why nor open those church doors
every night to give shelter and food
to those without? If you have a big
enough church building, why not tell
the local shelters that you will take

individuals they don't have room for?
Make char place worth the mortgage
payment. I'm not saying we should
turn the church into a hotel. Most
of those people would be happy with
just a spot on the floor so long as it is
a safe place to sleep, especially people
in our cities. Get in contact with WIC
and other shelters and offer them a
safe haven to come in ro rhe evenings
for food and encouragement. Break
out of your comfort zone and let your
children play with ocher children from
a different background while you get
to know the parents. The experience
will do your whole family a lot of
good.
Why can't we open campus up
on the weekends and invite the local
public schools ro come have fun with
us college students? Let them see
examples of young adults having fun
without the drug and alcohol use.
We can have DOR nights or other
themed parries that the parents can
feel safe letting their children go have
fun at. If the church doesn't show the
youth how to have fun in their lives
they, wiJI rum somewhere else to find
it.
If we truly help people just to help
them and show chem God's love, all
char other stuff we worry about will be
taken care of. At Harding we are cold
all Christians are missionaries. Most
missionaries will tell you their jobs
don't involve standing on some higher
moral ground preaching down at
people. Their job calls them ro roll up
their sleeves and get involved on the
peoples' level, showing chem God's
love and how it can lift them out of
whatever dark despair they are in.
That is a missionary's job. That is our
job. We need to get to work.
MEAGAN FIELDEN is a guest
contributor for the Bison and
may be contacted at mfielden @
harding.edu

Time To Blow Off A Little Steam
started writing this article
thinking I would discuss
some se rious political and
timely issues going on in the
world right now. Unfortunately
for me, I b egan writing in front
of the TV where ABC Family was hosting a marathon of
the best of America's Funniest
Home Videos. And you just
can't chink se riou sly when someone on the screen is doing the
splits off a boat dock or getting
bit by a rabid dog, or a montage
of groin hits begins char yo u can
see co ming a mile away but are
still hilarious. Everyone h as, at
some point, hopefully, wa tched
char show.
What is it about AFV, as fans
call it, t h at, eve n if you have
watc h ed the same video a hundred times, ca n still make you
laugh till you pee your pants ?
You wo uld think there a re only
so ma n y times yo u co uld watch
a groOJil pass out on his wed-
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"After a long week of studying
for tests, dealing with dub
drama or roommate quarrels,
isn't it nice to just sit for a half
hour and laugh at somebody
else's misfortune? And the best
thing is, the studio audience
is laughing away with you, so
you don't even have to feel
bad."
ding day or a baby throw up in
its mother's fa ce, but apparently
not. I sa t and watc hed about
two episodes of the marathon
before eve n openin g Word to
begin this article. And I was

.

la ughin g the whole time .
Now some might say this
show is a waste of time, killing
your brain cells or worse, that
it's tacky, bur I chink chat AFV
is just good wholesome fun on
TV. And doesn't everyone need
a little of chat sometimes? After
a long week of studying for
tests, dealing with club drama
or roommate quarrels, isn't it
ni ce to just sir for a half hour
and laugh at so m e body else's
misfo rtun e? And the best thing
is, the studio audi e n ce is laughing away with yo u, so you don't
even have to feel bad .
Most people ca nnot go without a relaxing, n o-thought ac tivity during some part of their
wee k. My AFV watching co uld
be another person's Face book
stalking hour or mindless iTunes
downloading tim e. Everyone h as
so me form of down time that
they h ave co participate in to
block out rhe rest of the d ay. So
I

don't feel guilty rhe next time
you realize chat the birthday
parry pictures you are currently
looking throu gh are nor only
from someone you don't know,
but so meo ne who lives in an
entirely different state who you
will probably never actua ll y
wish a happy birthday to. And
don't worry if you rake so me
rime out to tune in to yo ur favor ite sh ow or read a few chapters of a myste ry novel. Your
brain is a hig h -powered ma c hin e
that n eeds to be shut down
so metimes. Just hit the remot e,
and I guarantee chat with a half
hour of lawn mower in cide nts,
Loo animals gone wild and Bob
Sagett's subtl y sa rcastic bante r,
your stress will be gone, at least
for 30 minutes.
KATIE RAM IREZ serves as the
editor in chief for the 2008-2009
Petit Jean. She may co nta c t ed
at kulliman @harding.edu

Another
Addiction
To Plague
Society?
San Jose student creates
an unauthorized clone
for gamep lay in between
dragon duels on Azerorh. No,
this isn 't a sci- fi plot for the
new Michael Crichton novel;
it's what happened when 26year-old Michael Fromwiller
decided to combine two of the
most addictive video games of
all rime - a recipe chat Yahoo
games said, "just ruined your
life."
When the amateur desig ner
embedded his own version of
Bejeweled into rhe World of
Warcraft, h e created a digital
disturbance in rhe force . A
self-prescribed Wo W junkie,
Fromwiller claimed, "the addictive game was often boring," so
he designed a mini-game to be
played during Warcraft. Welcome to the age of video games
within video games - rime wasring within wasting rime.
Bejeweled was launched as
a puzzle game in 2001 and,
200 million downloads lacer,
has infiltrated our pockets
via the iPhone. Known as a
"match three" game, a single
player earns points by forming
horizontal or vertical chains of
identical gems. What did PopCap Games do when they heard
Fromwiller had illegally cloned
their game? They gave him a
job. Apparently someone's gems
were in a line.
Enter World of Warc rafr
- the most popular video game
in any world. With more than
10 million subscribers paying
$15 a month, the Wo W co m munity now ranks in the top
90 most populated countries on
Earth. Of co urse, chis universe
is an MMORPG, massively
mulriplayer online role - playing
game, where everyday citizens
form alliances, battle and live
vicariously through their own
troll, gnome, blood elf etc.
It's also extremely addictive.
Just ask Dr. Maressa Orzack,
rhe clinical psychologist who
estimates char 40 perce nt of
players show addictive behavior.
The onset of game addiction for
teenagers has even led to several
su icides in connection with
World of Warcraft, prompting
China to enact a three -ho ur
limit for online gameplay.
Internet addiction is a
relatively new and controversial phenomenon. Dr. Kimberly
Young has been the leading
lobbyist for its official recogni tion as a disord e r and created
an online test to measure one's
dependen ce. In the coming
years, our generation will continually reali ze that, like al mos t
anything, our online habits have
behavioral side effects if nor
moderated.
Am I raging against the video
game machine? No. I've stood
in line for the new conso le
with the best of them outside
Wal-Mart at 4 a.m. I was born
whistling the Mario Karr them e
so ng. Still, I have concerns
about m y own compulsive email c hecking, my Pavlovian
reaction to hearing my phone
vibrate and the disappointment that comes with seei ng no
friend requests on Facebook. A
healthier balance is needed.
When the first Internet ad di ction clinic opened in Beijing in 2005, 20 patients were
admitted with malnutrition, de pression and sl eeplessness. T h eir
first treatment? Each was given
a room with large windows
of sun light, a vase of flowers
and a bright Winnie the Pooh
bed co mforter. Sounds like
th e drea m room of all gnome
players in World of Warcraft.
Perhaps chis wi ll motivate the
next Mic hael Fromwille r to c reate a mini -game within Warcraft
called " Breathe." The object?
Open your front door and walk
out .. .

A

TYLER JONES is a guest contributor
for the Bison and may be contacted
at tjones3@har~ing.edu
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Setting the table
By CHRIS O'DEU
student reporter

only one good player. It takes
the hard work of all six girls
on the court to come up with
a win."

Harding University senior
setter Leah Tepe wears No. 1
on her jeooy di.iring volleyball matches. Throughout her
career at Harding, Tepe has
more than earned that number as the team's leader on and

Tepe graduated from
Harding Academy in Memphis and quickly signed with
Harding University. Tepe said
there was never any doubt
where she would play colle-

otf the court.
T~ who \'VBS recently

giate volleyball.
"I think deep down I

tcnng her senior season. The

always knew that I wanted to
phy at Harding,"Tepc said.
"Luckily for me, I had the
privilege of $igning at Harding early on, so I didn't have
to debate on schools for very

Lady Bison~ team

long."

has also won the GSC-West

The 5-foot•7 setter quickly
made a name for herself by
being named the Gulf Sout11
Conference West Division
Freshman of the Year. She was
also named second team AUGSC her first season.
Tepe improved on her
-see TEPE page 2b

namca GulfSoirth Conference 01feosive Player of the
Week, is Harding's career
leader in assists (4,898) and
assists per game (13.46) en-

each year Tepe has been at
Harding. However, Tepe said
despite her individual su,ccss,
the reason she has been successful is her teammates.
"Volleyball is the epitome
of a team sport,"Tcpe said.
"You can not win games with

Illustration by LEAH FAUST I The Bison

Photos by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison

College football conferences showing surprises
BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
Pitch

I

I think it's always fun to
rank the conferences in college football because - especially recently - the balances
of power shift so often aside
from the Southeastern Conference being the cream of
the crop. After watching the
first few weeks of the college football season, I'll give
my rankings of the top five
Football Bowl Subdivision
conferences.
I.SEC
The SEC is still at the top,

though the Big 12 has closed
the gap significantly this
season. From top to bottom,
the SEC is the most solid
conference in the nation, but
the Big 12 is close now.
I think Alabama is a bit
overrated at this point considering how quickly they rose
in the polls, but they are definitely a formidable team. Are
they No. 2? That's doubtful.
I think LSU is probably
better the Tide, and Auburn
will definitely give them a run
for their money in the Iron
Bowl. They also better watch
out for Kentucky. If Alabama
doesn't show up for that game,
the Wildcats could ruin their
season.
You should also keep an
eye out for Arkansas. Their
ability to get routed is bi:com-

ing uncanny, yet their fans
will probably still argue that
they are one of the top teams
in the conference. In reality,
they are the Big 12's whipping boys. Missouri made that
apparent in the Cotton Bowl
last year with a 38-7 thrashing
of the Razorbacks, and Texas'
52-10 blistering of Arkansas
cemented the fact that the
Hogs aren't legitmate.
2. Big 12
The Big 12 boasts three
of the top five teams in the
Associated Press poll, but they
aren't as balanced as the SEC.
Oklahoma, Missouri and
Texas are all legitimate teams
with stellar quarterbacks. Texas Tech is overrated, Kansas
is very solid and Oklahoma
State is beginning to reestablish itself as a football power.

Some big matchups in the
coming weeks will show who
might get a national title shot
in this conference. Texas has
Oklahoma and Missouri on
the horizon, and those games
will show who the pretenders
are.
The Big 12's top six teams
can hold their own against
the SEC's top six, but even
the likes of Arkansas can beat
Baylor and Iowa State.
3. Big Ten
I wouldn't have put the Big
Ten at No. 3 a few weeks ago,
but they've shown themselves
as more solid throughout than
the Pac-10. Penn State is quiedy becoming the top team in
the conference, as well as one
of the top teams in the nation.
Ohio State is terribly overrated, as they fall bf-hind Penn

State and Wisconsin in the
conference. Ohio State being
the most overrated squad in
the nation is nothing new,
though.
Michigan State is a team
to watch. They have the firepower to upset some squads,
and Javon Ringer has established himself as one of the
nation's premier backs.
4. Pac-10
Just about the only legitimate squad the Pac-10 has
to offer is USC, but even the
Trojans are un-clutch. All
they really have after that is
Oregon, but they are spotty
this year and are probably
less deserving of a top-25
spot than Michigan State or
Kentucky.
5. Mountain West
Yes, I said it. I think the

MWC is better than the
ACC because they actually
have legitimate teams to carry
their banner. BYU and Utah
are dangerous, and TCU is a
scary team as well.
There's a good chance that
either BYU or Utah will go
undefeated this year, and that
could raise a stink at the end
of the year when BCS bowl
participants are being chosen.
Just ask UCLA how good
BYU is.
The ACC is up-and-coming, but for now the MWC
holds a slight advantage over
them.

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2008-2009 Bison.
He may be contacted at
bhiggins@harding.edu
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Fantasy football report
BRIAN HODGES

Sports
Column

I

'm here to help those lost
in the stat-crazed world
of fantasy football. Those
household names may not be
the best for your 0-4 fantasy
squad, and you might need
to look elsewhere. Heed my
advice and you should be on
the right track to a winning
season.
Stock Going Up
1. Brett Favre (QB,
Jets) - He just threw for
six touchdowns on Sunday
against Arizona. Favre had a
couple of mediocre starts at
the beginning of the season,
but in his last two starts he
has thrown nine touchdowns
and just three interceptions
and is now the league leader
in passing touchdowns. The
Jets have a bye week, but he's
good for a start in week 6
against the Bengals.
2.Jason Campbell (QP,
Redskins) - Campbell led
the Redskins to a surprising
victory over the Dallas Cowboys, throwing for 231 yards
and two touchdowns. He has
yet to throw an interception
this season and has a game
against a shaky Philadelphia
team this week. If he is still
available, I highly recommend

picking him up off the free
agent list.
3. Chris J ohnson (RB,
Titans) - The rookie from
East Carolina ran for 61 yards
and two touchdowns against
a tough Minnesota defense.
Although most of the rushing
touchdowns have been going
to teammate LenDale White,
the coaching staff called Johnson's number at the goal line
and he came through, scoring
one of his touchdowns. Look
for Johnson to continue to get
carries and more touches in
the red zone.
4. M uhsin M u hammad
(WR , Panthers) - Muhammad had three rather abysmal starts to begin his second run with the Carolina
Panthers, but came through
in week 4 with 147 yards
receiving and a touchd own.
It seems that Muhammad
has found his spot in the
offense again, and I expect to
see numbers like his week 4
output again.
Stock Going Down
1. Carson Palmer (QP,
Bengals) - If you haven't
benched Palmer yet, do it
now. He had a miserable
three games to start the
season and was benched last
week because of inflammation in his throwing elbow.
Palmer has been a great
fantasy quarterback in recent
years, but now is the time
to find another starter (did
I just hear someone cough
Jason Campbell?).

2. Chad Ocho Cinco
(WR, Bengals)- What a
disappointment. The usual
fantasy stud has 116 yards
and one touchdown on the
year. Yes I said "on the year",
not just one game. With his
quarterback's health in question, I don't see Ocho Cinco's
numbers improving anytime
soon.
3. Randy Moss (WR,
Patriots) - Hopefully the
bye week was good to the
Patriots, because Moss' production has dropped off the
face of the earth with Matt
Cassel at quarterback. After
catching six balls for 116
yards in the season opener,
Moss only has six catches
for 47 yards in his last two
games. If Moss doesn't have
a monster game against the
49ers at Monster Park on
Sunday, he might look better
on your bench.
4. Ryan Grant (RB,
Packers)-After being a
break-out fantasy performer
last season, Grant has been a
fantasy dud in 2008. He has
had two games of only 20
yards rushing and has yet to
reach the end zone. I would
bench him this week against
Atlanta, and if he reaches pay
dirt then put him back in your
lineup.

BRIAN HODGES serves
as a guest sports columnist
for the 2008-2009 Bison .
He may be contacted at
bhodges@harding.edu

Harding Sports Rundown
FOOTBALL
• The Bisons will look to stop
a three·game losing streak
when the take on Southern
Arkansas at 6 p.m. Oct. 4 at
First Security Stadium.
• The Bisons were shut out
last week for the first time
since 2005, when they were
defeated 23·0 by Henderson
State. Before that, the Bisons
hadn't been shut out since
1995.
• Last week's shutout broke
David Knighton's streak of
15 consecutive games with a
passing touchdown.
• Junior receiver Kurt Adams

is on pace for 13 touchdown
receptions this season.
Adams' 19 career touchdown
catches ranks him second
in Harding history for career
touchdown receptions.

VOLLEYBALL
• Junior outside hitter
Manuela Nesheva garnered
her eighth career Gu lf South
Conference offensive player
of the week award Tuesday.
Nesheva ranks third in the
GSC with 4.13 kills per set.
In two matches last week,
Nesheva posted 45 kills and
32 digs.
• Senior setter Leah Tepe
ranks second in the GSC in

Carter Truax
• Recorded three goals
and an assist on Sept. 27
against Rust

..

• Has five goals and four
assists through the first l O
games
• Currently ranks second
on the team with 14
points this season

TEPE: Senior setter relies on teammates for success

assists per set with 10.97.
• Sophomore libero Emily
Tate ranks fourth in the GSC
with 3.65 digs per set.

SOCCER
• The Bisons set a conference
record with 15 goals Sept. 27
against Rust. Two different
Bisons scored three goals
each in the game.
• The Bisons will look for their
third consecutive win tonight
when the play Montevallo at
7:30 p.m.
• The Lady 81sons defeated
Division I Grambling State,
2-0, Sept. 28.

CONTINUED from 1b
game even further after her
first season with the Lady
Bisons. She created a series of
workouts that specifically pertained more to volleyball so
she could be in the right kind
of shape for her game. Tepe
said experience also helped
her improve her game.
"After going through a
season at Harding, you have
a better understanding on
how to train for the college
level, which is a huge benefit
in the summer,"Tepe said.
"Also, I think just learning to
be confident in my skills and

know how the program runs
here has helped a lot."
Tepe and her teammates
are looking to win their
seventh straight GSC West
title this season. The Germantown, Tenn., native currently
leads the GSC in assists and
ranks 12th nationally at 11.36
assists per set. During the
Oct. 12-13 home classic,
Tepe quarterbacked the Lady
Bisons to a 3-1 victory over
Southwest Baptist. Tepe had
163 assists for an 11.6 assist
per set average. She had at
least 40 assists twice, including a 44-assist effort in the

win over Southwest Baptist.
The Lady Bisons are currently 12-6 on the season
and will continue conference
play Oct. 7 against ArkansasMonticello. Tepe will look
to finish off her career at
Harding with one last playoff
run in the GSC tournament.
She said she has enjoyed every
season with the Lady Bisons.
"The experience of playing
at the collegiate level has been
great,"Tepe said. "You learn a
lot about yourself and about
hard work, and I believe that
these things will benefit me in
the long run."

Bison golf teams' success
hinges on veterans, youth
By CHRIS O'DELL
student reporter

Youth and diversity will be
two themes for the Harding
University golf team this season,
which looks to improve after a
disappointing season last year.
Coach Dustin Howell will be
in his first season as head coach
of the men's team, replacing
Dr. Nicky Boyd, who will now
coach the women's golf team.
"We're a young team since we
graduated five seniors," Howell
said. "But the season has started
off very well."
The Bisons have participated
in two tournaments so far this
season. In the first tournament, the
Bisons tied a school record with
a two-round 583,just six strokes
back of first place Arkansas-Fort
Smith. Harding's second round
score of286 was the best round
by a Bison squad in 11 years and
tied for the second-best round
in program history.
Howell said despite the youth
of his team, the Bisons look to

also setting new records for the
be competitive this season.
"We brought in four fresh- university. The team broke four
men, so a lot of them are a little school records during a secondgreen behind the ears,"Howell place finish at the 2008 Bison Fall
said. "But they're coming along Golf Classic. The Lady Bisons
very well."
broke the old school record of
Howell said the senior leader- 669 by 22 shots to finish at 647.
ship is something that has played Leading the Lady Bisons was
a big role early in the season.
senior Brandi Watkins, who
"Without a doubt, my seniors broke two school records on her
are the leaders ofthe team,"Howell own. Watkins shot a 155 over
said. "Not just for bringing along two rounds to break the old mark
the freshmen and younger guys, of 159 by Taren Swindle at the
but getting them acclimated to 2006 Gulf South Conference
the college experience. n
championship.
Senior Dusty Gourley has
The men's team has two tourbeen one of the leaders Howell naments left, and the women's
mentioned. Gourley had the team has one tournament left
best tournament ever by a Bison this semester. The Lady Bigolfer while leading his team sons travel to Jonesboro, Ark.,
to a second-place finish at the Oct. 13-14, while the Bisons
2008 Bison Fall Golf Classic. travel to Cleveland, Miss., today,
The Farmington, Ark., native and then to Destin, Fla., on
shot a first-round 70 to lead the Oct. 19-21, where the Bisons
tournament after 18 holes. He look to improve on last season's
then shot a second-round 72 to 10th-place finish.
"We've come a long way,"
finish with a school-record 142
- one stroke behind finishing Howell said. "We're definitely
looking to improve on that
in first place.
The Lady Bison golf team is performance."

CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Dusty Gourley lines up a put at the Searcy Country Club during a practice in October of 2007. At the
2008 Bison Fall Golf Classic, Gourley posted a school·record 142 on his way to second place.
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Five Times August gives encore
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WEEKEND
OCTOBER 3-5
Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
All Day

I Registration (Heritage)

I Attend Classes

I Pick up the Bison newspaper (Check!)
9 or 10 a.m. I Attend Chapel
5 p.m. I Lady Bison Soccer vs. Montevallo
7:30 p.m. I Bison Soccer vs. Montevallo
8 p.m. I Comedian Mark Nizer ($5 at Benson)
9 a.m.

Saturday

NOAH DARNELL I Petit Jean
Musician Brad Skistimas, also known as Five Times August (left), gets in a warm-up jam with Director of Campus Life Cory McEntyre before
his performance on Sept. 19.

One-man show returns to play for loyal Harding fans
•

•

By HANNAH BEALL
and NOAH DARNELL
student reporters

'Performing at Harding
for the second time, Five
Times August (a.k.a. Brad
Skistimas) gave another
spirited performance Friday,
Sept. 19, for an audience in a
virtually foll Administration
Auditorium.
Five Times August came
to Harding for the first time
during the Fall 2007 semester, along with Wild Sweet
Orange and Mat Kearney,
and completely stole the
show. Skistimas said he was
honestly surprised at d1e turn
out of fans who visited the
merchandise table following
'1is rcrformance, even before
the show had ended.
"Harding stuck out in my
mind as one of the favorite
concerts of that year," Skistima said.
But this year, when the
Campus Activity Boord invited
him hack he was intentionally the only performer on
the marqee.
How aid this independent
artist achieve such rapid success? Just like many other
musicians, it all started when
he was a child.
'\t age 11, Skistimas began

playing in the show choir's
backup band in prin1ary school
and continued that activity
through high school.
"As I played more and
more, I ended up deciding
that I wanted to do somethinq,
with music after high school, '
Skistimas said.
A little more than a decade
later, he stood before a Harding ,\Udience for the second
time, skillful with the guitar
and having just released his
second album, "Brighter Side,"
still completely independent
of a major label. However, his
independence did not stop
him from selling more than
100,000 digital downloads
of his music.
Though Skistimas appeared on stage alone, his
manager, Kelly Vandergriff,
has a significant part in his
career. Last yeat she came
solely as his manager, but
this year she came 1s both
his rnanager and wite.
"Between the t\vo ofus we
handle everything, so our days
can be pretty long and tiring
sometimes, but it's well worth
it because we both love doing
it," Skistimas said.
He said one of the best
parts of his new marriage is
the fact that he has the chance
to travel with his wife all of

the time.
"It is a fact neither of us
ever want to take for granted,"
he said.
As Skistimas's success
rapidly increased, he admitted
to finding it rewarding. Many
songs from Skistimas's first
album, "The Independent,"
were featured on a variety
of MTV, ABC, The CW
and Fox television shows.
Most recently, his song "Do
It Again" was featured in an
HBO commercial.
"To be making a living
with music the way I am is
very fulfilling," he said.
Not only was Five Times
August a hit on television, but
he also was a hit at Harding
this past fall. Though a great
number of students attended
last year's concert and returned
to see him again, a handful
of attendees of this year show
were first-time listeners.
Sophomore James Brunton
said that when he heard the
name Five Times August
(which came from Skistimas's
birthday being on Aug. 5),
he expected to find multiple
members of a band.
"I questioned how entertaining it would actually be
because I heard that it was
just one guy," Brunton said. "I
decided to go and definitely

"Harding stuck out in
my mind as one of the

favorite concerts of that
Brad Skistimas
musician

did not regret it."
Another student new to the
sound of Five Times August
decided to attend the concert
out of pure curiosity.
"The fact that it was one
man made me really curious,"
junior Ryan Parent said. "I
really enjoy watching shows
like that."
Sophomore Robert Cook,
who attended last year's show,
said this show"had a different
mood because [Five Times
August] was more personal
and interactive with the audience."
Though Skistimas is indeed
making a living without a
record label "fronting the
money!" he emphasized that
everything he has accomplished
has been done through the
efforts of both him and his
ma~~ger/wife.

"We're about as independent as you can get, and to
have that freedom with your
career is an amazing thing,"
he said. •
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Broad gamut of shows penetrate primetime TV
By MICHAEL BROOKER

updated to try and reach
today's audience. "Kath and
Kim" (NBC), the story of a
mother and daughter's dysOne by one, television
shows are slowly edging away functional relationship, is the
most popular television show
from the summer doldrums
ever in Australia. NBC h opes
as the networks begin
to do with this series what it
premiering new seasons and
did with "The Office" several
series. Most hit shows are
years ago. ABC is trying to
already on the air, but a few
cash in on that strategy as
new series will premiere in
well with a remake of the
the coming weeks.
BBC show about a modern
With the writers' strike
cop stuck in 1973 ("Life on
over, things appear to have
Mars").
returned to normal on the
In addition to these
network. However, that huge
remakes, some new mategap in the creative departrial is surfacing. "Fringe"
ment is still having repercus(FOX) shows promise simply
sions today. For example, for
better or worse, the networks' because it is from the creator
of "Lost" and "Alias,"J. J.
lineups are relying heavily on
Abrams. Unlike Abrams'
successful past series. Instead
other series, it is a procedural
of taking financial risks these
drama like "CSI" and "Law
days, studios are opting to
and Order."NBC's "My Own
try some things that have
Worst Enemy," staring Chrisworked once before.
tian Slater, is about a man
"90210" (CW) and
who unknowingly lives two
"Knight Rider" (NBC) are
lives {who can't identify with
two remakes premiering this
fall. While both are remakes
that?). NBC is also premierof past popular shows, in
ing "Crusoe," a serial version
of the literary classic. Finally,
both cases they have been

CBS' "Worst Week," which is
rather self-explanatory, hopes
to get a few laughs and prove
that the network is good for
something besides "CSI."
Reality TV is returning
along with scripted television and it continues to be
very popular. At the top sits
"Survivor" {CBS) which is
returning for its 17th season.
Its Emmy winning host, Jeff
Probst, and 18 strangers are
journeying to the African
nation of Gabon to battle it
out for the prize money. The
"Amazing Race 13" (CBS) is
also setting out with another
11 teams of two to trek about
the world. Each season of the
race continues to introduce
interesting locales to America and, in return, annoying
Americans to the world.
Those who are less interested
in strangers and more fond of
big names can turn to "Daneing with the Stars" {ABC)
and "Kitchen Nightmares"
(FOX).
As for the old faithful
shows, they are coming back

student reporter

as well. Some networks are
even hoping to revitalize a
few shows that were lagging
because of the writer's strike
last season.
ABC's "Pushing Daisies" and "Eli Stone" are two
shows that didn't quite get
an audience last go around.
However, the network feels
there is promise in both
of these shows if they are
given more attention. Money
makers "Desperate Housewives," "Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition" and "Grey's
Anatomy" are also returning
to an already solid audience.
ABC also hopes to catch a
specific audience with "Dirty
Sexy Money" (r.e. - they want
all those women who watched
"Sex in the City").
The most noticeable thing
missing from ABC's lineup
is "Lost." Interestingly, "Lost"
will not have its season premiere until spring, and then it
will only be a shortened one.
This is because the creators
actually chose a time when
the series should end {as com-

pared to most shows that run
until the audience leaves). To
extend its time on TV, ABC
decided to break the show
into shorter seasons.
Pretty much the only
things going on for CBS
besides "Survivor" and Katy
Courie are the "CS!" series.
All three versions are returning, but the original {the one
in Las Vegas) is losing William Petersen (Gil). He will
leave mid-season. Petersen
has been with the series since
the beginning, but he can still
be seen on reruns that air continually on Spike TV. Sadly,
the rumor that CBS will be
producing a "CSI: Searcy"
turned out to be untrue
(although there were a lot of
possibilities there).
NBC has a lot returning,
including its big Emmy winner, "30 Rock."One ofNBC's
most popular sh ows, "The
Office," has already returned
and is off to a great start.
"Heroes" has also maintained
its popularity even though the
strike cut short its last season.
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The long-running show "ER"
has also already premiered,
but this will be the hospital
drama's last season.
The last big network,
FOX, is holding its own with
shows like "House," "Prison
Break" and "Terminator. "The
network's big hit, "24," will
not really be starting until
January, but a two-hour prequel will air late November
to hold over Jack Bauer fans.
FOX's biggest show, "American Idol," will not be starting
until next year as well.
So for the most part, there
is a lot to look forward to this
coming year on TV. However,
the big rating getters that
have premiered {"Survivor,"
"The Office" and "Grey's
Anatomy") have already suffered a big drop in viewers
from last season across the
board. If networks are going
to woo audiences back to the
sofa and away from the outdoors, they're going to have
to pull off some big things
this next year. And that's going to be fun to watch.
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Harding students, others help hurricane victims
By JULIA BLACK

student reporter

Acceptance; love; compassion; empathy; joy. All five
emotions and actions were
recently displayed by an
unexpected individual. Very
rarely do elderly women who
have been widowed for 17
years, dealt with a number
of hurricanes - including
Katrina and Ike - along with
much pain and suffering, come
out with positive feelings.
Despite the uniqueness of this
situation, the rare exception
lives to show love to complete
strangers.
A group of 16 college
students and nine adults, upon
arriving at the quaint town of
Houma, La., on Sept. 25, 2008,
were completely surprised by
their surroundings and the
offering of this certain lady's
affection. Expecting scenery of
tattered roofs, broken windows
and missing families, they were
surprised at the acceptance and
genuine love they found.
"Upon arriving at one of
the houses we were serving at,
we were completely embraced
with love," freshman volunteer
Nancianne Moore said. "It
was like coming home to your
closest family, yet it was going
to a complete stranger's house
to work on their roo£"

Ernestine Cleaveland met
a group of students at her
house. Dressed in shorts and a
T-shirt, nearly jumping up and
down in excitement, Cleaveland was thrilled the group
was there. After finding out
that the group would cut down
a fallen tree that completely
covered the left side of her
house, Cleavelal}-d quickly
changed her attire to a plaid
shirt and rolled up jeans.
Moore said what she
thought stood out most about
Cleaveland were the gloves
she donned. On the weathered
hands was a pair of yellow
dishwashing gloves. She had
not expected to sit back and
watch the small group work,
but rather join in on the physically stressful activity. What
also stayed in the group's mind
was the greeting she offered
them.
"My name is Ernestine,
but we are in Louisiana, and
everyone here calls me Granny.
So y'all just call me Granny,"
Cleaveland said.
Simply being able to call
the older lady Granny touched
the four students. Moore and
the others didn't expect that
a complete stranger, who had
dealt with so much, would
open up her home and her
heart.
Around 5 p.m., the group
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photo courtesy JULIA BLACK
Two students help repair a roof damaged by the recent hurricanes in Louisiana. They were part of a team of 25 people who traveled to
Houma, La., last weekend to participate in a relief effort.
loaded their dirt-covered items
into the trailer. Afterwards
they gathered into a circle and
asked if Cleaveland wanted
them to pray. Her response
startled some, but pleased
them all.
"Oh, I was waiting for you
to ask me that! What took y'all

so long?" Cleaveland said.
At dinner when all four
groups were together eating,
they were asked to share what
they had gotten from the day.
"I feel that I have grown to
know another soul, and I feel
better for it,"Freshman Kees
Kalonick said.

The relief effort to help
evacuees and rebuild what had
been torn down had turned
into something so much more.
For the students, the trip was
more than working their bodies physically. According to
Moore, it was also a time for
God to work in their hearts

and show them a return for
their work.
"We went expecting to
work out butts off, and we did
that. We went to serve, and
we did that," Moore said. "We
did not go expecting to receive
G od's love among the suffering, but we did get that."
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First Day

Galactic game impresses
New 'Star Wars' game furnishes fun factor
By HUNTER MITCHELL
student reporter

"

First, let me say that this
game is truly fun. Slamming
enemies into walls and walls
into enemies never gets tiresome. Second, this review is
based on the Nintendo Wii
version.
Graphics: The graphics
are rather bland. You won't
notice them much during
gameplay, because you should
be too busy tossing enemies
off ledges, but during cut
scenes, you may actually feel
offended by the poor quality
graphics. Personally, I was
able to accept my fate as a
Wii owner and move past the
graphics rather quickly, but if
shine and shimmer are your
thing, rent this first or check
it out on the Xbox 360 or
PLAYSTATION 3.
Sound: The sound effects and music are what
you would expect. It's Star
Wars: John W illiams' classic
compositions, D arth Vader's
robotic wheezing and plenty
of lightsaber buzzing to keep
you ensured it's the real deal.
Game play: A mazing.
As I said earlier, this game
is truly fun. The controls are
basic and smooth: use the
Wii- mote as your lightsaber
and the Nunchuk as your
Force powers. As you progress through the game, you're
rewarded points for each
enemy felled - think experi-

ence if you're familiar with
RPGs (role-playing games)
- and these points are used
to upgrade your Force powers. Your Force powers range
from pushes to electricity to
incredible surges that knock
back anything even considering standing next to you.
Your lightsaber does its job,
but I fo und myself using the
Force powers most of the
time. The big exception is
during boss fights. The game
is loaded with boss fights,
mostly fights with largerthan-normal enemies like
AT-STs, rancors and robots,
but just about every mission pits you against an elite
fighter, whether it's a Jedi,
Sith or bounty hunter. These
boss fights require the use
of both lightsaber and Force
powers and have some fun
perks in which you lock into
"power struggles" that require
you to match actions shown
on-screen. The' gameplay
is definitely the redeeming
quality.
Story: The game starts
you off as D arth Vader
- honestly, could you have
any greater way to begin a
game? After taking a quick
destruction run through some
W ookie villages and learning
the controls, your character
for the rest of~the game,
Starkiller, is introduced. You
are the secret apprentice of
Darth Vader who is sent on
missions throughout the gal-

axy. For the Star Wars buffs
out there, yes, the story is
loyal to the Star Wars canon
and is in fact considered
canonical by Lucas Arts. I
definitely don't intend to ruin
any of the story, but I will
provide this one caveat: don't
assume you've figured out the
story until you've completed
the game. I found myself
sitting dumbfounded several
times during the beginning
of the game fretting that
the entire Star Wars canon
had just been rewritten. But
don't dismay; all the strings
are tied up by the time the
credits roll.
Multiplayer: The Wii
version has a Duel Mode.
You have to have two human
players, but it's actually quite
enjoyable. Different characters have different strengths
and play just like on single
player. The duels work a lot
like boss fights with a few
added perks.
Tips: Use Force P ush: it's
your most versatile power and
has great crowd control. Stay
mobile: dashing and jumping
provide excellent survivability. H ave fu n: use the powers
you enjoy and learn a few
combos.
Overall: I was quite
impressed with the story and
definitely the gameplay. After
completion, your powered-up
character can be loaded into a
new game, giving some replay
value. Rent this one for sure.

photo by TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
A capella group First Day performs at "Get Down ... Downtown" Saturday, Sept. 27. Harding
senior Kyle Jones and Bible professor Devon Swindle are both members of the group.
,
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Music Notes

Across

-Academy Award winner
Jennifer Hudson's self -titled
album debuted this week.
-James Taylor recently
released an album: "Covers".
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Open Minds, Opened Eyes
By BLAKE MATHEWS
news editor

as full-time missionaries in the
future.
Already in Togo are three missionary families connected ·with
A red summer sun rises over
Harding: the Emerson, Reeves
Togo, waking up the nearly six
and Miller families. All three
million inhabitants of this small
families are based around the city
West African nation. Many of
them leave their humble dwellof Kara in northern Togo, and for
ings and head for work as the day much of the internship they serve
as hosts and instrnctors to the
begins. Some work in industry
students. They also help bridge
and head off to the phosphate
the communication gap between
mines; others reap their profits
from the soil and spend their
the English-speaking college
students and the local Togolese,
work days among the crops; a
who speak a tribal dialect called
few individuals find their calling
"Kabiye. "The language barrier
among the souls of the Togolese
is a steep obstacle for interns to
people.
overcome, and might even make
There is plenty of work being
the experience seem, as Berrydone in Togo, and as every colman put it, "boring."
"We got to observe
the lifestyle. We got to go
around and just do what
they did," senior Kevin
Lillis said.
He and the other 10
Harding interns (plus
Benjamin Fulfer, a student
from Abilene Christian
University) spent their
time in Africa digging
wells, shopping for fresh
food at open markets, babysitting, homeschooling,
cooking and performing a
variety of mundane tasks
that everyone, missionaries included, have
to take care 0£
"It gave us a
more holistic view
of missions," Lillis
said.
Part of this holistic
lege student eventually learns,
approach involved learning
where there are jobs, there are
to cook "moto," a traditional
summer internships. While the
Togolese dish. Lillis described it
average intern may have spent
as wadded-up cornmeal the eater
last summer wearing stuffy
business attire and standing in
tears into chunks and dips in a
front a busy printer for degradspicy sauce. One might compare
moto to a more familiar chips
ing amounts of time, 11 Harding
students decided to pursue an
and salsa, but Lillis shook his
head.
internship under the red Togo
"1hink of more, like, molded
sun, where they learned from
real missionaries about living and grits," he said.
"It's not like it's great big,
ministering in Africa.
The two-month stint in Africa exciting day-to-day activity,"
Berryman said. "But when you
begins with a willingness to try
life on another continent, but like package it all together, it's life
any internship, it helps to know
changing."
Eventually, through daily
the right people. Mark Berryman
of the Center for World Missions language lessons and exposure to
the culture, the interns began to
is the man to see for all prospective missionary interns. He made
acclimate to their surroundings.
"As far as air conditioning
a point that the students he
goes, that was never [an option).
prepares are being sent to learn
You get used to it, though," junior
from Africa and its people, not
Jenifer Qyeen said.
necessarily to change them.
The homes that the mission"It is a mission trip, but it is
ary families
occupied
were a
little more
modern than
those of
some of their
Togolese
neighbors,
she said, but
a good deal
of sweating
is still involved in the
unrestrained
tropical sumnot one in which you go as a
mer heat.
teacher," he said.
"Being damp all the time
Programs like this one, as well really doesn't seem like that big
a deal after a while," Qyeen said,
as similar programs in Bolivia,
laughing.
Mozambique, Zambia and Sin"They're more connected
gapore, are designed for students
who are interested in mission
to the world," Lillis said of the
work but lack international expe- way Togolese live in the absence
of Western comforts. "If you
rience. According to Berryman,
don't have air conditioning, your
the experience convinces a third
of interns to come back to Africa house is always open, right? So

wind blows through your house,
carrying rain or the smell of the
kitchen fire, or the smell of the
garden. When most of what
you cat comes from the ground
right outside your house, you feel
more connected to the ground, I
think."
After getting their feet wet
culturally, the interns were sent
off on "bonding," an experience
that Berryman referred to as
the highlight of the internship.
Since their arrival in Togo, the
interns had been staying with the
three missionary families in three
groups of four interns each, rotating among the families every so
often. As part of bonding, these
groups were broken up and each
intern was sent to live with a
different Christian family around
Kara. However, these Christian
families are native Togolese,
meaning they speak almost no
English.
Junior Brock Gandy described
his four-day stay with a family that only spoke Kabiye as
"awkward." During bonding, the
accounting major found himself
communicating with his host
family through "body language,
pointing, noises, whatever I
could."

\

"There
was
nothing
that I wanted
to say to
them, or they wanted to say to
me, that we couldn't eventually
figure out," Gandy said.
Over time, a bond began to
form between the intern and the
father of the host family, who
Gandy said would read scriptures
from his Kabiye-language Bible
and then ask Gandy to reread
the verses in English. I le worked
in the fields with the family and
played soccer with the local
children as the cultural barriers
broke down around him. At one
point, Gandy gave his lighter
to his host father after the man
struggled to light a candle with
a match. The father was "in awe"
of the unfamiliar device, which
Gandy let him keep as a gift.
"It's really neat coming back
here and thinking, hey, I met a
friend over in Africa and he's
praying for me right now," he said.
The four days of bonding not
only brought the interns face-tofacc with Togolese culture, but
also with their own spirituality.
Each intern received a name from
their Christian host families, a
Kabiye name that symbolized
their commitment to God. Gandy
was given the name "Esosalim,"
which translates into "God is
love." Qyeen's family game her
the name "Esoosolam," meaning
"Loved by God."
Lillis was named "Esotina"by
his host family, which means "All
things are for God." Lillis' second

name came to him at a critical
time in his spiritual development,
he said. He believed his personal
relationship with God had fallen
out of his lite as he began his stay
in Togo, but over the course of
his internship,
Lillis said
he felt the
spirit moving
through him
and others
around him.
The bonding
experience
and his new
name gave
him new
ground to
stand on as
he re-learned
how to trust in God.
"For me, that was like getting
a new identity that God was giving me through the Christians,"
he said.
But Lillis' reawakening did
not end there. Near the end of
the internship the missionary
families lead the group on a tour
through the neighboring nations
of Mali and Burkina Faso. Referred to as "survey trips," these
tours take the interns through
land occupied by the Dogon and
Gorma peoples, tribes that have
little or no acces~ to the gospel
message. During a devotional
on top of a rock formation in
Mali, Lillis slipped and fell 20
feet before landing on the
rocks below. Miraculously,
he survived and suffered
relatively minor
injuries. Even more
miraculously was
the story that the
other interns told
him later. As Lillis
fell from the cliff, the
others heard him yell
"I shall live!" before
hitting the ground.
"I didn't know I said
it; I don't remember saying it; I was unconscious.
Like, I don't remember
the fall itself," he said,
claiming that he blacked
out in midair.
Gandy confirmed that
he had heard Lillis' cry,
and the fact that he was
spared from what could
have been a fatal fall was
enough to convince Lillis
that God was intent on
saving him.
"I think it was definitely an
outpouring of the spirit," he said.
"Like, I was in the process of falling toward Hell, but God was saying 'no,' speaking through me and
saying 'no, you're going to live."'
Each of the interns returned
from their summer in Africa
with incredible stories of personal
growth and discovery. Gandy,
who said he has no intention of
doing mission work but plans on
financially supporting missionaries, was "fully comfortable" with
endorsing efforts in Africa, now
that he knows where his money
would be going. Qyeen spoke
of her wish to go back someday
and believes that everyone could
benefit from visiting places like
Togo. The other eight I larding
interns, Josh Robertson, :i\1credith Gravatte, Adam Parker,
Heather Mitchell, Zach Seagle,
Dustin Hahn, Andrew Frazier
and Nicole Martz each came
away with their own lessons, and
some continue to hold prayer

w

meetings for missions in Africa.
When Lillis returned to
Harding, he came with a mission
ready in hand. While in Kara,
he came in contact with David
Pritchett, a Harding student

working at the Hope To Health
AIDS clinic over the summer.
The Kara-based clinic treats and
councils women and children infected \vith the HIV virus. Many
times, Togolese society will reject
people that contract the fatal
disease. According to the Central
Intelligence Agency's Web site,
there are approximately 111,000
people in Togo living with AIDS,
and the clinic in Kara is one of
the few modern facilities capable
of and willing to take them in.
However, as Pritchett informed
Lillis, the not-for-profit clinic
was running out of funds. By
October, they would have to start
cutting back services and treatment.
Compelled to respond, the
veteran interns organized fund-

raisers near the end of September in order to keep the HTH
clinic operational. They sold baked
goods and Togolese-made pins
that resembled AIDS awareness
ribbons in the Student Center,
and Lillis organized a benefit concert at the Midnight Oil
coffee house that drew enough
people to pack the small coffee
shop beyond capacity. As of Dec.
26, about $2,500 had been raised
for the AIDS clinic. According to
Pritchett, the clinic spends 4,000
ccfa (the Togolese currency) a
month on antiretroviral medication for one AIDS patient. The
money raised by the interns comes
out to about 1,200,000 cefa, or
enough to buy medication for 300
patients over one month. Pritchett
and Lillis both acknowledged that
the response from the student
body to the clinic's plight was
"overwhelming."
Lillis nodded. "That seems to
be a recurring theme where God
is involved."
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